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Welcome to the new Gambling Age
Blockchain technology has been proving its effectiveness in various
industries for several years, confirming that outdated systems can no longer
operate without renovations.

And the gambling industry is one of the top directions, which is showing
steady growth and requires special modernization. According to experts from
Grandview Research, by 2027 the market will reach $127.3 billion with an
average annual growth rate of 11.5%.
ONLINE GAMBLING MARKET (in US$B)
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The Fairspin platform is the first blockchain casino to change the rules of the
outdated game. And it’s precisely technological progress that is able to bring
this global direction to a new level. 

Building on this, the Fairspin platform strives to meet the demands of the
modern user by providing a completely new, transparent approach to gaming
through the implementation of blockchain technology and its own play-toearn TFS token.
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2. Blockchain in Gambling
The main blockchain advantage is the transparency of all data. This is what
contributes to increasing user confidence in the Fairspin platform. Blockchain
is the leading engine of change in the gaming industry. All information that is
entered into the blockchain cannot be deleted or changed. Thus, Fairspin
platform users are confident in the honesty of all their results and in a safe
environment.

The blockchain casino guarantees players full transparency, where all data on
bets, platform income, and the number of participants are publicly available.

Regardless of years of operation, the gaming industry still faces many
challenges in terms of transparency between all parties involved:
players receive bonuses with
wagers and get cashback only
once a week or once a month

players can't rely on the
platforms' honesty as casinos
never share their revenues or the
percentage of winnings in games

players can't check bets
history and its fairness

game providers should constantly
check casinos' activities

affiliates who work closely with casinos to bring more players cannot be sure that
they get fair revenue as they can't check all deposits made by players they
brought

Blockchain can eradicate these issues due to its decentralized and secure
nature.
Fairspin is the world's first blockchain casino that not only opens up the
opportunity for its users to use cryptocurrencies as a payment method but
introduces technology into many processes, integrating its token into
exclusive offers.

Cryptography and decentralized technologies are the most proven way to
provide users with a fair gaming environment.
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2. Blockchain in Gambling
Comparative characteristics of Fairspin and standard gaming platforms in
regards to transparency ensured by blockchain
Fair results of bets

Standart platforms

Fairspin

Fair results of bets

-

+

Instant cashback

-

+

Tokenized bonus program

-

+

Easy to use crypto tools

-

+

Gambling platforms on the market continue to adhere to the old rules,
providing their users with only games, while not taking into account modern
technologies that can significantly increase the level of trust and scale the
community.
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3. Transparency as number one priority
From the very beginning, Fairspin had a single most important business goal,
to become the first truly and fully transparent gaming project. It was decided
to bring a third-party blockchain solution and thus avoid any risk of
speculation or mistrust. 

To make it happen, Fairspin signed a partnership agreement with the
Trueplay blockchain platform, a ready-to-use solution that could be easily
integrated into any online service with a set of tools needed for transparency.
Trueplay’s blockchain solution for Fairspin
First of all, Trueplay installed its proxy called the Truesign module. Technically,
it’s a very simple yet safe solution to see all that happens within Fairspin with
no access to the data whatsoever. Truesign can see, store and publish to the
blockchain network everything that happens in games (deposits, bet amount,
bet result, bonuses, cashback, etc.). This way, it is possible to see the current
income of the platform or check the daily/weekly/monthly/yearly numbers. 

Truesign module aims to handle up to 99.99% of requests from operators and
game providers. To date, the successful processing rate has already reached
95%, and the Trueplay team is working hard to improve integrations to
maximize this rate.

The very point of the Truesign module is to be able to view and keep track of
every event at Fairspin with no technical possibility to change, delete, or add
any piece of information. It makes data transparent and unbiased, which is
the whole point of Fairspin as a blockchain-based gaming platform.
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4. User interaction with TFS
Fairspin has implemented its own cryptocurrency, the TFS token, issued by
Trueplay on the fastest-growing Ethereum blockchain. TFS is an ERC20
token, which allows to freely build project tokenomics and list it on crypto
exchanges.

Fairspin users are people who value an immersive gaming experience and
the ability to be in a transparent environment where everyone can play the
games with confidence in their results. 

Moreover, a new model of interaction with the platform is opening up for TFS
owners - play-to-earn. Previously, all gamers spent their time on play-to-free
platforms without receiving any benefits for their efforts, but now Fairspin
rewards its users for being active in games and for participating in exclusive
programs.

So, the TFS token is the main asset that will be useful to all users at every
stage of their interaction with Fairspin.
User Flow with TFS

User registers at Fairspin

The user plays favorite games

The user receives
cashback in TFS tokens
(Play To Earn program)

The user buys TFS

The user is engaged in
holding to multiply TFS tokens

(Hold To Earn program)

The user is the crypto owner and can operate
the TFS tokens in the crypto market.
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5. Play To Earn Program
Every registered Fairspin user can become the owner of the cryptocurrency
simply by playing exciting games.

The platform provides a unique and easy way to enter the crypto market
using the received TFS as cashback for games. 

There are many tokenized cashback games available at Fairspin. Here are
some of them: Baccarat, Bingo, Black Jack, Casual Games, Instant Win
Games, Keno, Live Baccarat, Live BlackJack, Live Dealer, Live Dice, Live
Games, Live Lottery, Lottery, Poker, Scratch Cards, Sic Bo, Table Games,
Video Bingo, Wheel of Fortune, Live Roulette, Video Poker and many others.

All programs on Fairspin are interconnected and their cooperation helps the
user to get even more benefits. For example, the tokens received in the Play
To Earn program can be multiplied in the Hold To Earn program. 

Standard platforms provide cashbacks in players' currency once a month or
once a week, while Fairspin users receive their TFS tokenized cashback
instantly. Without waiting, the following options are available:
withdrawing the received TFS to the balance;
keep playing the games;
withdraw TFS from Fairspin;
put the received tokens on the holding to multiply them.
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6. Hold To Earn Program
The Hold To Earn program is inspired by the best traditions of the crypto
world and invites its users to increase the number of their TFS. In the crypto
industry, this practice is called staking and consists in freezing a certain
number of tokens for a certain period of time in order to receive rewards. 

The Fairspin platform is the world's first casino that not only runs on
blockchain but also helps its users to receive even more crypto rewards. 

The rewards amount depends on several factors:
the selected holding time;
the number of the holding participants;
the number of tokens that are put on the holding (the share in the pool
depends on this);
Fairspin income at the time of holding.

All this data is available on the TFS Token page operated by the Trueplay
platform. Trueplay platform uses blockchain integration to store all betting
and holding history and Fairspin GGR and displays it for all users. All
information is protected by the blockchain and the Fairspin team has no
influence on it.

This program has already been launched on the TFS token page, and every
month of its existence, more and more participants are joining it.
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6. Hold To Earn Program
How Hold To Earn Works?
In a simple and convenient tool located on the TFS token page, the user can
choose the holding time, see the casino income, check the reward pool and
determine the number of TFS tokens that will be in the holding.

<
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TFS
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TFS

21 M


TFS

After the end of the holding, the reward in TFS tokens is automatically
credited to the user's balance and can be immediately used for the next
holdings.
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7. TFS Tokenomics

TFS tokenomics are designed in such a way that everyone has the
opportunity to get the most out of the platform. At the same time, it’s
necessary to understand that the token emission is limited, which could make
this asset in demand after listing on exchanges.

TFS Tokenomics

Tokens foor pools set up

Payment operations
14.0%

20.0%

Hold to Earn Reward

Private Round

30.0%

8.0%

Public Sale Round

IDO Round
4.0%

24.0%

Total Supply:

Private Round: 8,00%

2,500,000,000

(200 000 000 TFS)

For the Private Round of the Sale, 8% or 200,000,000 TFS tokens were
intended, which were successfully sold out in less than a day. 20% became
available during one week after the Public Sale, and another 80% are
unlocked during 12 months (6.7% per month).
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7. TFS Tokenomics
Public Sale Round: 24,00%

(600 000 000 TFS)

TFS tokenomics assumes the maximum allowable number of tokens for sale 600,000,000 TFS from the Total Supply. 20% is already unlocked, and the
remaining 80% will be unlocked during 12 months, at 6.7% per month. Such
lockup conditions apply to all TFS holders who purchased tokens in the first
round of Public Token Sale before November 1, 2021, at a price of $0.003 per
token. For all participants of the next Token Sale round that has started on
November 1, there is a fixed price of 0.004 per token. At the same time,
these tokens are already without a lockup period and are immediately
displayed on the TFS balance on the TFS page here.
IDO Round: 4,00%

(100 000 000 TFS)

It’s planned to sell 4.00% of the total emission for this part, and all tokens sold
in this round will be unlocked immediately after the end of the IDO. But if it’s
decided not to carry out IDO, then 100,000,000 TFS will be included in the
Public Sale pool.
Hold To Earn program reward: 30,00%

(750 000 000 TFS)

750,000,000 TFS, which is 30.00% of the Total Supply, will be distributed
among holders in our Hold To Earn program. The tokens obtained in this way
are unblocked and are immediately available to the next holdings.
Tokens for pools set up: 20,00%

(500 000 000 TFS)

500,000,000 TFS are dedicated to operating activities. For example, these
tokens will be listed on exchanges and will be available without a lock
immediately after purchasing on DEX.
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7. TFS Tokenomics
Payment operations: 14,00%

(350 000 000 TFS)

Scaling a project is always associated with various financial payments in
specialized events. 350,000,000 TFS tokens have been allocated for Fairspin
platform purposes.
Important information for all TFS token owners
All TFS tokens that will not be sold via TFS Token Public Sale will be burned,
which should have a great impact on the asset price. Since TFS has a limited
emission, the token owners are interested in fewer tokens on the market to
achieve a higher rate on the exchanges.
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8. Roadmap
Fairspin is the first blockchain casino to establish itself as a trusted platform
since 2018. From the beginning, the Fairspin team has successfully pursued
its goal of providing a fair and transparent gaming environment. As a result,
the community scaling rate continues to show positive momentum and
Fairspin continues to transform the industry. 

It was this path that led the platform to the launch of its own play-to-earn TFS
token and the implementation of further plans.
TFS Token Roadmap
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Q2, 2021

Truesign module
integration

TFS launch

TFS

Private Sale

Hold To
Earn launch

Play To
Earn launch

Q3, 2021

Q4, 2021

TFS

Public Sale

TFS IDO

Q1, 2022

New reward
programs launch

2022

TFS listing
on DEX

